Sir Walker Carter: 'Triggering-off' is a wellknown and accepted principle in awarding damages. If there is negligence and a triggering off of a pre-existing condition, a man would be awarded damages, although not as much as if he was a fit man to start with.
Dr W H Lyle (Dista Products Ltd, Liverpool): I have come across instances where early settlement of a claim in respect of injury at work made it impossible for the injured party subsequently to obtain further compensation when unanticipated secondary pathological changes appeared later. My best, or rather worst, example of this was a coal miner who sustained a compound fracture of the tibia from a roof fall. Chronic osteomyelitis at the site of fracture ensued and he left the pit with a lump sum in settlement of his claim. Some years later sarcomatous change at the same point necessitated amputation of the limb. He died twelve months later, necropsy revealing widespread deposits of sarcoma. At the inquest a verdict of death from natural causes was recorded. This unfortunate man was pauperized before his death, and his family after it, by his accepting the original settlement. He had made several attempts to obtain a further hearing but his legal advisers invariably offered him no hope of success.
People in this sort of situation tend not to attract any attention as they sink into the 'submerged tenth'. This is a real problem which causes distress and bitterness, the extent of which we all remain ignorant. Dr Scott Campbell (Manchester): I should like to ask Sir Walker Carter whether there are any guide lines as to the amount of compensation a person may receive, or is it left entirely to the whim of the Chairman or other members of the Board?
Sir Walker Carter: I do not much like the word 'whim'. Of course the amount may vary from one man to another, I think that is inevitable. Three of us sit on the Compensation Board to hear appeals and there is naturally a good deal of 'horse-trading' in the room where we retire. One may consider a case is worth £400, another says that that is nothing like enough and the third man may feel that to be too much. Between the three a compromise figure is arrived at.
Judges are faced with this difficult task of turning pain and suffering into money. Some of them are mean, some are generous, and you run the risk of getting a mean one rather than a generous one, but I do not see any other way of doing it.
Mr J D McGregor (Chairman, Executive Committee of the Wessex Rehabilitation Association)
The Employer's Point of View Any employer worth his salt wants to see his staff back at work at the earliest possible moment but, from my own experience, I can say that employers want to do more than this, we want to participate in the work of rehabilitation. The history of the Wessex Rehabilitation Association illustrates what many people in industry and commerce feel is the task that we could undertake.
In Wessex (the counties of Hampshire, Dorset and Wiltshire), there is a population of about two million and when we started the Rehabilitation Association at Odstock Hospital over six years ago, we recruited members representing about a quarter of a million of the population (121%). We did not confine our recruiting to industry but included commerce, hotels and stores. We brought in the trade organizations which represent the small shopkeepers, we involved trade union representatives and Disablement Resettlement Officers; in fact, we included everyone connected with this sort of work.
Over the years we have gained experience which has shown us that to be effective it is necessary to identify such work with the local hospital. 'Wessex' sounds good (I speak of course as an in-comer), but to try to persuade someone in Salisbury to take a keen interest in what is going on in Portsmouth or Bournemouth is to discover $hat we all prefer splendid isolation.
The work of rehabilitation must be identified with the local hospital, and local hospital group.
